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Research on the style and formative causes of GaoQi’s poetry 
 V
Abstract  
This paper mainly touches the features of GaoQi’s poetry style according to the 
literary theories as the following aspects:“towards remote antiquity”, “flying into fairy 
land” and “zest for poetry” as well as several causes. 
The “towards remote antiquity” style reflects Gao Qi’s personality.The 
archaisms and old literature formats also present the “towards remote antiquity”. 
However concise and philosophy are the absolutely necessary elements of the 
formation of the “towards remote antiquity” style. 
The style of “flying into fairyland” is also the symbolization of freedom spirits 
and the result of the reflection of the scenery, customs and so on. Meanwhile the 
imagination and transcendence are also the basic elements of “flying into fairyland”.   
The style of “zest for poetry” which was reflected by the times situation at that 
time presents GaoQi’s personality. GaoQi’s poetry meditating on the past also proves 
this style. 
This paper also discusses about the deep-seated formation causes of GaoQi’s 
poetry style: the local culture, the different ethos of the scholars and literature fields 
between Yuan and Ming dynasties. 
The remaining subjects point out GaoQi’s personality, the idea and style of 
poetry and so on come down in one continuous line with “the four talented-scholars of 
Suzhou”.     
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